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Curriculum Vitae Harry Otten 

Harry Otten was born on the 17th of June 1948. He is married and father of three daughters. 
 
He studied nuclear physics at Eindhoven University and started working for the Royal 
Netherlands Meteorological Institute in 1975. After a sabbatical year at the Pennsylvania State 
University in the USA he decided to start his own meteorological company. 
 
Meteo Consult was established in 1986 and has grown into the largest private weather 
company in Europe with offices in 8 countries and a personnel of 250 people. After a take-
over by the Press Association from the UK in 2005, the name for the Group companies was 
changed into MeteoGroup. Mr. Otten is President of MeteoGroup and director of a number of 
MeteoGroup companies. (see also www.meteogroup.com)  
 
Harry Otten was a weather presenter on national public and commercial television and radio 
for more than 20 years and wrote for a number of major Dutch newspapers. He also wrote 5 
books on solar eclipses and meteorology.  
 
Mr. Otten is a member of the Board and investor in several start-up companies. 
He is also the chairman of the 4/5 May committee in Wageningen. The German forces 
surrendered to the allied forces in 1945 in Wageningen. This is remembered annually and 
attracts more than 100,000 people to Wageningen. The committee is responsible for the 
commemoration and the festivities. He is also member of the  National Committee of the 
Commemoration of the Capitulation Wageningen together with the Commissioner to the 
Queen, Generals and Parliament Members. 
 
In his younger years Harry Otten played draughts for clubs such as Huissen, frequent 
champion of the Netherlands. He made it into the semi finals of the Dutch championship but 
decided to give his best to his company for a numbers of years to come. In 2007 he was asked 
by the KNDB (Dutch Draughts Association) to be a candidate for the Executive Vice 
Presidency of FMJD and use his business skills in the organization. I was elected at the 
General Assembly in Aix-les-Bains in 2007. Harry Otten was a co-organizer of the blind 
simultaneous record of Ton Sijbrands in Tilburg. 
 
Mr. Otten plays an important role in IMSA and the World Mind Sport Games. He sees great 
possibilities for FMJD in such international bodies and will elaborate on his plans in a 
separate document. 
 
Harry  Otten is fluent in Dutch, English, German and French. 
 
Program for my Presidency 

The Netherlands together with the support of Estonia and Senegal has put me forward for the 
presidency of FMJD and I will be happy to accept this function when chosen. As I have 
fulfilled many of the obligations of the presidency during the past two years, I have the 
experience and the background to fulfill this role.  It also means that I step aside as EVP and 
I’m not available for this role anymore when the General Assembly decides not to chose me 
as President. In the following I set out some of the goals of my presidency. 
FMJD has existed already for more than 60 years as an international organization for 
draughts. It started out with European countries only but as of now more than 50 countries are 
member on all continents of the world. Especially in Asia we have seen a growing interest in 
recent years. Internationalization increases the need of professional governance. However, 
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FMJD hardly has any financial means to accomplish this. It is easy to calculate that, even 
when all members pay full membership fees, the revenues from member states will not 
surpass €20,000. This means that most Board members have to pay for their own travel and 
lodging. This in turn makes it difficult to involve people that are very good but do not have 
the financial means.  
For the FMJD of the future there are many challenges of which finance and communication 
are leading. Even within the Board of FMJD communication is difficult at times. This may 
have to do with cultural differences that lead to expectations that are sometimes not realistic. I 
hope that the GA will choose a new Board that will communicate well. FMJD also needs 
more visibility. Therefore we need to unite forces with other mind sports and play our role in 
IMSA and SportAccord. Championships and tournaments in draughts, checkers and 64 need 
to be communicated well. 
 
When I will be chosen I want to work, among many other things, on the following items 
 
Strengthen the financial position of FMJD 

This is accomplished through the following: 
 

1. I will take care that substantial financial support for FMJD will be arranged by 

approaching wealthy people with a heart for draughts. 

 

2. It is inevitable that contributions of member states need to be raised. In other mind 

sports contributions are a factor of 10 higher than in draughts. However, we need to 

try to minimize increases and find other ways of generating money. 

 
3. The membership of IMSA and SportAccord is very important for FMJD. The World 

Mind Sport Games in Beijing in October 2008 were a big success. Were it not for 

contractual obligations from a Russian company that were not met, FMJD would have 

a positive financial contribution of the WMSG. The next WMSG that we are currently 

discussing, possibly for 2011, should give a substantial financial contribution to 

FMJD. We are striving for at least $100,000 for every time WMSG are organized. 

 
What should we spend our money on? 

Recently we have seen many requests coming to FMJD for help. Additional money should be 
used to: 

1. Arrange courses for referees in 100, 64 and checkers. A shortage of good referees is 

threatening and FMJD should play a leading role in the training of international 

referees 

2. Make technical material available for draughts training available for free to member 

states 

3. Accommodate experienced draughts trainers going for a few weeks to train talented 

people. In such a situation the inviting organization only should have to pay for travel 

and lodging but other costs would be for FMJD 

4. Make a new FMJD website and increase the amount of information 

5. Have a strong presence in bodies such as IMSA and SportAccord 

6. Continuation of a solid FMJD office (see below) 
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7. Reach out a hand to the emerging federations or federations that don’t have enough 

money. We could help them with travel etc.  

8. Investigate whether it might be possible to reach one standard for 64 (Russian 64 and 

Brazilian or International 64). I have noticed that within IMSA and therefore also with 

WMSG our position is much weaker when we cannot accomplish this.  

9. Play a more active role in computer draughts 

10. Develop new articles (statutes) of FMJD with by-laws and develop an administrative 

system that will keep them up-to-date and by that ensuring continuation from one 

Board to the other. 

 
Tournaments 

Shortly after my election I will come with proposals to upgrade tournaments. In an annual or 
biannual cycle in respectively 8 or 4 tournaments master points can be won. The 8 or 12 
players with the highest number of points can then participate in a masters final where we 
strive to have important prices. When the cycle is biannual one out of two master finals could 
be the WMSG. It should be important for organizers of tournaments that they have FMJD 
recognition. 
 
For every tournament, not excluding the ones mentioned above, that will count towards 
master norms and subsequently master titles FMJD recognition is needed. Every player will 
have to contribute €5 to accomplish this. In turn their rating will also be updated continuously 
and we need to extend the FMJD site with many features such as the history of the strength of 
players.    
 
More detailed plans will come before the end of the year. 
 
The FMJD bureau 

Currently the FMJD bureau is in Amsterdam. The employees are paid for through a special 
arrangement with the city of Amsterdam. As Johan Bastiaannet will retire at some point, we 
need to consider the future of the FMJD bureau. Ideally one bureau for all mind sports would 
be very good. It could provide for secretarial and managerial services. We need to look into 
such possibilities in our cooperation in IMSA but it could also be that we make a call for 
tender that is issued to all member states with the possibility that the bureau goes to the bidder 
with the best offer. 
 
Authorities 

I will be available to visit the authorities of the relevant ministries in your countries with you 
in a bid to enhance your finances by subventions from the ministry. 
 
 

 

Own finances 

Board members need to be fully accountable. My travel to Beijing was paid for by IMSA as 
well as my stay in the hotel. For all FMJD meetings I paid my own travel costs and hotels. 
 
The Netherlands September 2009  
Harry Otten 
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Proposition by Brazilian draughts federation: 
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My program in short lines: 
 
1 - To continue the work to get draughts recognized by Olimpic International Committee. 
2 - To increase the cooperation between FMJD and IMSA. 
3 - To include draughts in the World Schools´ Championship working directly with the 
International School Sport Federation. 
4 - To include draughts in Para Olimpic Competitions. 
5 - To make stronger the Continental Draughts Federations and make more important the 
continental championships. 
 
Supporting federations: 
 

Panama: 
Dear Frank: 
As the President of the Panamanian Draughts Association (APAJUD) we agree to have Mr. 
Lelio Marcos as a President of the FMJD.   Mr. Marcos have demonstrated a sustained 
support to the International Draughts activities and his experience will be so much valuable 
for this mental sport and for the future of the FMJD. 
Cordially, 
Elgidio Hernandez Urriola 
President of the Panamanian Draughts Association (APAJUD) 
Panama City, Republic of Panama 
 
Costa Rica 

Dear Mr. Bastiaannet, 
The Costa Rican Draughts Association wishes to express its support for the nomination of Mr. 
Lelio Marcos Sarcedo, from Brazil, as a candidate for the presidency of the FMJD. 
Best regards, 
 Miguel Wallen, 
President 
Costa Rican Draughts Association 

 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Dear Mr. Johan Bastiaannet . 
The Trinidad And Tobago Draughts And Checkers Association is please to inform you and 
other executive members of the FMJD that our Association endorses Mr. Lelio Marcos L. 
Sarcedo of Brazil to be the next President of the FMJD whenever elections take place for the 
office of President . 
Yours truly . 
Rufus Foster . 
President Of The Trinidad And Tobago Draughts And Checkers Association 

Curacao: see separate letter 
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Mr. Zakoptelev, by e-mail 
 
Cher Monsieur Teer, 
 
Je vous exprime ma haute considération et je voudrais, par cette lettre, vous exprimer mon intention de prendre 
part aux élections pour le poste du Président de la FMJD. 
 
Je confirme ma présence sur l’Assemblée Générale à Berlin. 
 
Veuillez agréer, Monsieur Teer, mes salutations distinguées, 
Valery Zakoptelov 

 
 
 
Federation of Belarus, by e-mail: 
 
 
Dear Mr. Otten, 
 
……..  
I want to express that we suppose that the leading draughts countries - Netherlands and Russia - should provide 
the candidates for the President and EVP.  
 
Hereby we support the candidature of Mr. Zakoptelov for the position of the President of the FMJD. 
 
……… 
 
Best regards and have a good weekend, 
 
Iryna Pashkevich 
President BDF
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Руководящему комитету ФМЖД, 
Генеральной Ассамблее ФМЖД 

15-09-2009, Евпатория, Украина 
 

ЗАЯВЛЕНИЕ 
 
1. Федерация шашек Украины предлагает ограничить срок полномочий вновь избранного президента и 
избранных членов РК ФМЖД двумя годами (2009-2011). В этом случае на ГА 2011 года будет избран 
одновременно весь новый состав РК. 
 
2. Федерация шашек Украины предлагает в качестве кандидата на пост президента ФМЖД Яценко Анатолия, 
президента ФШУ. 
 
3. Я, Яценко Анатолий, президент ФШУ, даю свое согласие на работу на посту президента ФМЖД. 
 
4. Федерация шашек Украины просит включить в повестку дня ГА ФМЖД вопрос оказания поддержки 
генеральному спонсору чемпионата мира по шашкам-64 среди женщин (26.06-08.07.2009, г.Рубежное, 
Украина), а именно, Открытому акционерному обществу "Рубежанский картонно-тарный комбинат". 
 

Президент ФШУ    
   
  А.В.Яценко 

 

 

 

Executive Board of FMJD, 

General Assembly of FMJD 

15-09-2009, Ievpatoriia, Ukraine 

STATEMENT 
 
1. UDF suggests limitation of the terms of the next elected president and members of EB of FMJD by two years term 
(2009-2011). In this case on GA of 2011 all new members of EB will be elected simultaneously. 
 
2. UDF proposes Iatsenko Anatolii, UDF president, as a candidate for a president of FMJD. 
 
3. I, Iatsenko Anatolii, UDF president, give my consent to work on the post of president of FMJD. 
 
4. Ukrainian draughts federation asks to include in the GA Agenda the question of providing of support the general 
sponsor of Women World Draughts-64 Championship (26.06-08.07.2009, Rubezhnoe, Ukraine), namely, to the open 
corporation of " Rubezhnoe cardboard factory".  
 

 

 

Anatolii Iatsenko, 

UDF President    
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Bamako, 8th September 2009 
To the FMJD Bureau: 
Objet: Candidates for Vice President  
This is to inform the bureau that, the Malian Draughts Federation has the honor to propose a candidate for the post 
mentioned above. 
Name of the Candidate: Ibrahima M'Bouille FOFANA , 

Now he is the vice president of FMaliJD, the President of Club des Damistes Maliens  amis de Baba SY and the Chief 
of cabinet of the Malian’s Minister in charge of Institution Relationship  
 
The candidate has long way experiences in draughts activities and He intent to bring his skill to increase the potentiality 
of FMJD. 
Sincerely yours 
 
 
Abraham Douah CISSOKO 
 
President FMaliJD  
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     Heesch, NL, 1-9-2009  

 
To the member federations of the FMJD 
 
Candidature Jacek Pawlicki 
 
The Executive Board of the FMJD proposes Jacek Pawlicki as candidate of the board for the 
function of Executive Vice President of the FMJD. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Frank Teer 
General Secretary FMJD. 
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Jacek Pawlicki Text from draughts CV 
 
Born on January 2nd 1960 
Location 

Szczecin, Poland 
Profession 

Economist (data processing developer) 
Co owner of company PCBEST (software for bookkeeping) 
Family 

Married with Mariola, 3 children, all students, .. still no 
grandchildren 
Draughts 

Player since 1976 only with some small local success. 
I organised a lot of in draughts in Poland since 1979. 
At the moment I'm a sponsor and a player of club Admiral Szczecin 
From my initiative EDC was organised on 1998 and I was a president 
till 2007. 
Since 2002 I'm a man who is responsible in FMJD for players 
database and ratings. 

I like to work for us 
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General Assembly – Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Dear delegates, 
dear friends, 
Since 1996 I was during all FMJD congresses. In the period 1998-2007 I was a member of CD as a 
Europe representative. Of course during this period I've made a lot of mistakes but who hasn't? 
Maybe only some top players in the games … and even this is not sure. After 2 years of pause in 
CD membership I like to work for FMJD again. 
Please take me into account as a candidate for a function Executive Vice-President 

In my eventual job for FMJD as a EVP I like to grow our communication with Federations and also 
with players, we can use much more web technology for that. We need to be much more clear with 
our competition rules and ready with it much much earlier. There's also a lot of to do with 
propaganda. How to promote our game in new countries ? A lot of things to do, step by step, day by 
day. 
I like to work on this function. I can not promise miracles. I can promise only hard and honest work 
day by day. 
Sincerely Yours: 
Jacek Pawlicki 

jacek@pawlicki.szczecin.pl 
 
 
 
Remark of Polish federation: 
Dear Mr Teer, 
 
During PDF Board meeting was decided, that Poland will not have an own  
official candidate for forthcoming elections. Mr. Jacek Pawlicki can be  
individual independent candidate, but he do not have an official support  
from PDF. The PDF delegate for General Assembly is Leszek Petlicki, who  
will decide what candidatures will be supported by PDF. 
 
Kind regards, 
Tadeusz Kosobudzki 
PDF President 
 
 
Support of federations: 
 
Estonia 

Van: "Viktoria Lehtmets" <koolitus@tktk.ee> 
Aan: "Teer Frank" <frank.teer@planet.nl> 
CC: "Janek Mäggi" <janek@powerhouse.ee> 
Onderwerp: support for candidature Jacek Pawlicki  from Estonian Draughts Federation 
Datum: donderdag 17 september 2009 8:03 
 
Dear Frank, 
 
Estonian Draughts Federation is pleased to support Jacek Pawlicki as candidate for EVP for the 
FMJD. 
 
Best regards, 
Viktoria Lehtmets 
Executive manager of 
Estonian Draughts Federation 
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Hungary 

 

Z A L A E G E R S Z E G IZ A L A E G E R S Z E G IZ A L A E G E R S Z E G IZ A L A E G E R S Z E G I    

DÁMAJÁTÉKDÁMAJÁTÉKDÁMAJÁTÉKDÁMAJÁTÉK    
S P O R T E G Y E S Ü L E TS P O R T E G Y E S Ü L E TS P O R T E G Y E S Ü L E TS P O R T E G Y E S Ü L E T    

 

8900 Zalaegerszeg, Berzsenyi Dániel utca 15. 

Telefon: (36) 92/314-894 Mobil: 30/406-9149 

e-mail: penkalo@t-online.hu 
                                            http://web.axelero.hu/penkalo 

 

 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

FMJD, Netherlands 

Frank Teer General Secretary 

 

S U P P O R T of 

Hungary Draughts Federation 

 

Dear Mr. Frank Teer, 

Unfortunately the delegate from Hungary cannot take part on the GA in Rio de Janeiro where 
will bring some important decisions. Therefore we send this letter to FMJD. 

The Hungary Draughts Federation go on international competitions in 2004, in the next year it 
become Member of FMJD. In this we get big help from Mr. Jacek Pawlicki who was the President 
of EDC. He invited Hungarian players to Kluczbork on EYC-2004. This very day he help us in 
organizations, purchase of draughts books and print of coursebooks in Hungarian language. We 
made a contract with Admiral PCBEST for long-term cooperation. 

The Hungary Drughts Federation support the proposal candidacy Mr. Jacek Pawlicki for a 
function Executive Vice-President of FMJD. We think that Mr. Jacek Pawlicki known not only in 
Europe as correct, active, workaholic person and draughtsfriend. He speaks English and Russian 
excellent that is way he can give a hand to new countries in draughts-progress. 

We are sure that GA will choose new President and Vice-President of FMJD who will less 
promise and will more work for draughts. 

 

Zalaegerszeg, Hungary, 17 of  September 2009. 

 

Viktor Penkalo, 

President of Hungary Draughts Federation 
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З А Я В Л Е Н И Е 

Венгерской Шашечной Федерации 

 

Уважаемый господин Генеральный секретарь! 

К сожалению, представитель Венгерской Шашечной Федерации не сможет 
присутствовать на Генеральной Асамблее ФМЖД в Рио де Жанейро, где будут приняты 
важные решения. Поэтому мы не можем оставить это без внимания и обращаемся к ФМЖД с 
писменным заявлением. 

Венгерская Федерация вышла на международную арену в 2004 году, а через год ее 
приняли в члены ФМЖД. В этом большую помощь нам оказал тогдашний Президент EDC 
господин Яцек Павлицкий. Он пригласил венгерских шашистов в Ключборк на EYC-2004, а 
потом постоянно, до сегодняшнего дня помогает нам в организации, в приобретении 
литературы, в издании шашечных учебников на венгерском языке. С клубом Адмирал-БЕСТ 
у нас заключен договор о многолетнем сотрудничестве. 

Венгерская Шашечная Федерация поддерживает рекомендацию кандидатуры 
господина Яцека Павлицкого на пост Исполнительного Вице-президента ФМЖД. Мы 
думаем, что не только во всех странах Европы знают и уважают Яцека Павлицкого за его 
активность, трудолюбие и корректность, за любовь к шашкам. Отлично владея английским и 
русским языками, на посту исполнительного директора он окажет настоящую помощь в 
развитии шашек и новым странам. 

Мы уверены, что Генеральная Асамблея на посты Президента и Вице-президента 
ФМЖД изберет достойных представителей, которые будут меньше обещать, но больше 
делать.для шашек. 

 

Залаэгерсег, Венгрия, 17 сентября 2009 года 

 

Виктор Пенкало, 

Президент Венгерской Шашечной Федерации 

 

 


